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part of it. (You say marching; there must have been other families that were....) Oh,
yes, there were quite a few. I know there was D. N. Brodie, who was a print? er....
(D. N.   Brodie  was a       ''''.td C.C.F.   Member of the Legis-     4*:'|tr' lature,  
elected  in  1942.)   Oh yes, there were a lot of people. They were the mid? dle.
They weren't the top. They weren't the clergy and they weren't the doctors and
they weren't the lawyers and they weren't the merchants. And they weren't the
miners, or the ones that cleaned the streets ror whatever, you see. They were
halfway in- between. (And these were the people who had the idealism?) Yeah, the
idealists. (Or at least expressed it.) Yeah. Now, there might have been oth? ers, but
they didn't want to go against the trend that was. See, you were fighting the
church. I don't mean one church--all churches. All churches were against this. This
was the wrong thing. You knew--you were born into a certain class and you behaved
yourself like that certain fclass. That was the English sys? tem. And to a certain
extent--the Highland Scot, of course, didn't have that. He thought he was as good
as anybody else-- and better, more than likely.... The Scot is--like the Irish--all the
Celts, of course, have this marvellous way of talk? ing, and quoting poetry, and
jokes, and all the other things--you think they have so many brains. And it can fool
people-- but not necessarily so. Clara  laughs.   But they were sure they were the
chosen peo? ple- -not like yours, not on religious lines, but just because they were
so smart and all the rest of it! Oh, my. 'Agnes, Ross, Mother, Dad, Clara •  the boy Is
Douglas Cameron." (Tell me--you hinted at something, you be? gan to tell me
something: one of their goals, that they believed that people could be uplifted
through things like reading centres. What did that mean?) Well, they wanted to get,
first--I think it was the Y.M.C.A. And have a place where they could come in and be
quiet and read. Because they had the awful houses that the coal company built for
them first, and most of them were just shacks. And have good reading for them, of
whatever they were inter" ested in. And also, to play games, and get to know each
other, and fellowship of this kind. And also to--I suppose-- now, I can't say this for
sure--but they would have to form a party that was going to fight as far as
Parliament was going to go. So then they would enact some laws, (such as) that the
mines would be safe.... The amount of accidents in the mine, of course, was
horrendous. Even when I went in for nursing, the broken backs that came out of the
mine. We always had five or six broken backs in the one ward. Because no? body
was really paying attention to (safe? ty) , you see. That wasn't the concern of
administration, or even health. You'd feel sorry for them, yes. "It was too bad about
Johnny" or "Too bad about Mr. So-and-so." But, you expected that. This is what you '
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